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What’s The Current
Climate?





Better than 20012001-2002!
The economy remains the biggest “fear factor,”
factor,” but
since 2003 it’
it’s been less scary
Competition is one of our greatest threats
We are our own worst enemy
–
–
–
–




Board and volunteer leadership
Reduced staff and high turnover
Leads to overworked and under appreciated = limited success
Pressure to show immediate results – the “lowlow-hanging fruit”
fruit”
dilemma

Regulatory pressures will have the greatest impact
Need to PROVE we’
we’re ethical and accountable
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Ethics & Accountability

Top Ten Ethical Professions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Nurses
Pharmacists
Veterinarians
Medical doctors
Grade & high school teachers
Clergy
College teachers
Dentists
Engineers
Police officers
GALLUP® SURVEY 2002
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Ethics – A Definition

A set of principles or values

Ethical Principles Checklist






Honesty
Integrity
Promise-keeping
Loyalty
Fairness






Caring for others
Respect for others
Pursuit of excellence
Accountability
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Common Rationalizations for
NOT Doing What We Should









"If it's necessary, it's ethical.”
"If it's legal and permissible, it's proper."
"I was just doing it for you.”
"It doesn't hurt anyone."
"It can't be wrong because everyone is
doing it."
"It's okay if I don't gain personally.”
"I've got it coming."
"I can still be objective."

The Ethics of Advancement







Promote the merits of your institution
without disparaging other institutions
Respect and have tolerance for
diversity
Uphold the professional reputation of
development officers, and give credit
for ideas, works, or images created by
others
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The Ethics of Advancement





Safeguard privacy rights and
confidential information
Follow the letter and spirit of the law

Trust Generates Gifts


Trust in the institution
– Statement of Values and Code of Ethics for
Nonprofit and Philanthropic Organizations
– Donor Bill of Rights
– ePhilanthropy Ethics Policy



Trust in the professional
– CASE Statement of Ethics
– Code of Ethical Principals and Standards of
Professional Practice
– APRA Statement of Ethics
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Accountability






What “rules”
rules” govern the conduct of
fundraising and campaigns?
FERPA,
FERPA, HIPAA,
HIPAA, SOX, GLB (alphabet soup) I
am sad to say (more later time permitting).
But also . . .
The CASE Management & Reporting
Standards
Current version intentionally designed to
assure accountability – AND help keep us
out of trouble

CASE Standards
Development
1979-1996








1979 – No fundraising standards, but very few multimultiyear campaigns
Committee of 17 formed to develop annual campaign
standards – published in 1982
1986 – No cost of fundraising guidelines
Committee of 14 formed to develop COF standards –
published in 1990
1990 – Still no campaign standards and many more
multimulti-year campaigns evolving
Committee of 9 formed to develop campaign standards –
Published in 1994
1994 – Committee of 8 formed to review and combine
1982 and 1994 publications – Published in 1996
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Additional Reviews


FYI – All M&RS changes were always first
reviewed and endorsed by:
– 60 members of the then sitting CASE
Commissions
Then
– 30 members of the CASE Board of Trustees
Then
– Public comment period for all 22,000 CASE
members
Then
– Final approval by the same 90 individuals on the
commissions and board

Standards Development
2001 - Present


2001 – Committee of 13 formed to initiate
complete overhaul of the 1996 publication
– Expand definitions and explanations – including
definitions for gifts, grants, & contracts
– Confirm and/or expand exclusions
– Add definitions for types of gifts not previously
covered
– Determine the best means for counting deferred
gifts



2002 – Interim update published covering
most of the above, such as:
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2002 Changes: Gift Types


Clinical trial income
– Do not count in gift totals since regarded as
contractual income



Patents
– Treat gifts of patents as standard giftsgifts-inin-kind
that require independent appraisal (or, count
income stream on annual basis)



Mega gifts of software
– Include in gift totals only if fair market value can
be established. Exclude if gift is in anyway
revocable

Mega Gifts Of Software








Is it really a gift? It’
It’s unlikely.
Read the agreement entered into by you and
the vendor.
Intellectual property rights aside, do you end up
“owning”
owning” the software?
Look for language that permits the “donor”
donor” to
review and renew the agreement annually.
Look for language that requires the return of the
software at the end of a certain period or
program.
Ask the donor if they are treating this as a
donation in the eyes of the IRS.
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Mega Gifts of Software



PACE: Partners of Collaborative Engineering
Education
Partners:
–
–
–



GM (General Motors)
Sun Microsystems
EDS (Electronic Data Services)

“PACE contributions . . . are not contributed
under the guidelines for charitable contributions
of the IRS.”
IRS.”
– Elaine ChapmanChapman-Moore, Manager PACE Partnerships,
GM Knowledge Center

Mega Gifts of Software
But this is NOT to say that all mega software
gifts are not “true”
true” gifts.
 Again, look carefully at the agreement and see if
there is language conveying ownership.
 Here’
Here’s one good example from an agreement
donating $2,000,000 worth of software to an
institution in New York:
“Full legal title and property in the goods shall be
vested in customer.”
customer.”
 So mega “gifts”
gifts” are possible!
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2003 Final Changes


The CASE sub-committee concurred
with the recommendations of the
philanthropy commission that no
revocable, or legally unenforceable
gift/bequest expectancy should be
counted in official fundraising totals

Final Answers


Irrevocable, legally enforceable deferred gifts
should be counted, and reported, at a
discounted value only. This INCLUDES
bequest expectancies. At present the IRS
has developed the only required methodology
for calculating present value for tax purposes.
Should accounting authorities
(NACUBO/FASB/GASB) identify and require a
more appropriate, easily obtainable, and easy
to use methodology, that could likely become
the methodology to use for these purposes.
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NCPG
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Fundraising campaigns of whatever
duration, should set three separate
and complementary goals and should
report fundraising results along three
complementary dimensions:

NCPG Recommendations






An outright goal for gifts usable or that
become usable for institutional purposes
during the reporting period (whether one or
more years).
Irrevocable gift goals,
goals, for gifts
committed during the reporting period but
usable by the organization at some point
after the end of the period.
Revocable gift goals for gifts solicited and
committed during the reporting period but
in which the donor retains the right to
change the commitment and/or beneficiary.
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NCPG Recommendation


Charities should report their progress
toward each of these goals separately,
using face value numbers

KEY DIFFERENCES
CASE

NCPG

FOCUS ON
IRREVOCABLE GIFTS

FOCUS ON
COMMITMENTS

FOCUS ON
DEDUCTABLE
TRANSACTIONS

FOCUS ON
MEANINGFUL
ACTIVITY
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Final Answers


Alumni dues, as such, should continue to be
excluded from official fundfund-raising totals.
However, language should be added to the
management reporting standards affirming
that, if an amount was paid over and above
the alumni dues amount in conjunction with
that dues payment, and that additional
amount went towards philanthropic
endeavors, those additional funds can be
counted.

IRS “Stuff”
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What Is A Gift?


A gift is the irrevocable transfer of
property or money to a qualified
organization and has no donorimposed restrictions, conditions, or
control
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AND…A GIFT IS NOT








A payment to an individual (other than by prepreapproved grant procedures of a foundation);
includes tuition!
A payment that is conditional on a future event
or the substantial probability of return to the
donor or another individual(s)
individual(s)
An involuntary payment on behalf of a
charitable organization (e.g., A payment to
charity in lieu of court fine.)
Expenses associated with conveying a gift
(appraisal fees, shipping, insurance, etc.)

A Gift Is Not




Donation of time or service. While truly a
charitable act, only a volunteer’
volunteer’s outout-ofof-pocket
expenses (mileage, parking, supplies, etc.) may
be deducted.
The use of a donor’
donor’s property by a charitable
organization (partial interest – IRS Pub 526)
–
–
–

Vacation home for charity auction
Office space sans rent
Use of software
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Who Is the Donor?


Check received from the Charitable Gift
Fund of Fidelity Corp., indicating that we
should send an acknowledgment to Jane
Smith. Who is the legal donor: Jane Smith
or the Charitable Gift Fund?
It Depends!
DonorDonor-Advised Fund
Donor Directed Fund

Donor Directed Funds








A donor sends an asset to a financial
institution for investment & safekeeping
The assets remain in the name, and under
the control of, the donor
The donor contacts the financial institution
and DIRECTS them to issue a check in the
nonprofit’
nonprofit’s name
The donor making the direction is the legal
donor
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Donor-Advised Funds








A donor sends an asset to the taxtax-exempt
arm of a financial institution AS A
DONATION TO THAT ENTITY
The assets are now under the name, and
control, of that entity
The donor contacts the firm and ADVISES
them to make a gift to a nonprofit
The firm is the legal donor

Donor-Advised Fund
Issues



Problem:
Solution:

Donor Recognition
Soft Credit
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Donor-Advised Fund
Issues





Back to the original scenario. If Jane
Smith made the gift through a DAF,
can she apply for a match through her
employer?
Probably not. So, why not?
And note the word “probably” above.
You could “get lucky!”

Donor-Advised Fund
Issues



Pledge Payments
No Way!!!!!!!!!
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Donor-Advised Funds –
And Their Donors








Do the donors know the rules?
They aren’t YOUR rules!
But we now must inform and educate
– a true story from Duke . . .
But do our donors really NOT know
the rules?
You bet they do (but might not care)
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Straight from the IRS:


“A charitable pledge is an obligation of the donor to
give money or property to a charity at a future time.
Where a charity (including a charitable organization of
which a donor advised fund is treated as a component
part) relieves a donor of a substantial obligation by
satisfying the donor’
donor’s pledge, the charity is providing
the donor with an impermissible benefit. Accordingly,
a donor’
donor’s charitable pledge may not be fulfilled by a
single payment or a series of payments from the
charity.”
charity.”
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Legal Opinion
Attorney Statement Pertaining to Donor Advised Funds




Gifts through donor advised funds should not be applied to satisfy
satisfy pledges nor linked
to a donor [other than perhaps to acknowledge a gift from a foundation
foundation at the
direction of the donor]. Here are some of the reasons:
– the donor will take a deduction when the gift to the conduit foundation
foundation is made
– the donor cannot take a double deduction and therefore does not need a receipt
– if you have recorded a pledge by the donor, then while that pledge
pledge is on your records, a
gift from a 3d party [the conduit foundation] which satisfies that
that pledge is in effect a gift to
the donor by the 3d party [lots of cases on this] which in theory
theory may be treated as an
improper transfer by the foundation [non[non-profit] to the donor [non[non-qualified donee] and
may also be treated as income to the donor. In summary, it will be very difficult to make a
"safe" gift to a nonprofit through a conduit foundation to satisfy
satisfy a pledge.
Although I will not provide an opinion regarding this matter, it would appear that if a donor has
a pledge on the books, one way to proceed might be for you to voluntarily
voluntarily cancel the pledge
before the gift from the conduit Foundation is made [and without any legally binding
agreement tying the cancellation to the Foundation gift]. This could be very risky, however,
and the donor is assuming all of the risk. The only safe procedure
procedure is to make sure donors
understand that a pledge may not be satisfied except by a direct gift. The conduit foundations
[e.g. Fidelity, Community Foundations] were established as and intended
intended to be the donee
charity and therefore there can be no linkage.

Donor-Advised Fund
Issues



Problem:
Solution:

Pledges
Creative pledges
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“Creative” Pledge
Language






Donors cannot pledge funds held in a donor
advised fund because the money really isn’
isn’t
theirs. To do so, and to apply donor
advised gifts as pledge payments,
jeopardizes that firm’
firm’s taxtax-exempt status.
Sooooooo . . .
Reconstruct the language in a pledge so
that instead of saying “I will give to
Ineedmoney University”
University”, you say “Either I
will give or will cause to be given to
Ineedmoney University . . .”
.”
But that only fixes the pledge . . .

What’s In A Pledge?






Legally enforceable
Personal Commitment
Can NEVER include a potential match
– Why?
– “But it’
it’s my money!”
money!”
 Matching gifts are NOT employee benefits
– Can only note the expectancy
Benefits derived from the match are NOT
allowed
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Let’s Talk About “Control”


Once a gift always a gift
– Cannot give a gift back – 1099s? What if the
gift was matched?
– Retain gift after a restricted program is canceled



Scholarship recipient selection
– Donor’
Donor’s involvement





Cannot have a majority vote
Control based on position/power

Cannot require institution to take action it
otherwise would not take

IRS Regulations


Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
added Internal Revenue Code section
170(f)(8)



IRS clarification to charities and individuals
found in a new publication, 1771:
Charitable Contributions - Substantiation and
Disclosure Requirements



IRS final and temporary regulations issued
on 10/12/95 to clarify(?) the clarification
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IRS Regulations


IRS final FINAL regulations issued on
12/16/96



IRS clarification of the clarified clarification
of the final regulations – Revised IRS
Publication 1771 (3/2002)



Two primary areas of interest/concern:
Written acknowledgement requirements;
Value of Goods & Services (quid pro quo)
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Where Can We Find Safe
Harbors?
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Safe Harbor Rules






Quid Pro Quo receipts are not required when:
Fair market value of all benefits received in
connection with the payment does not exceed
the lesser of 2% of the gift amount or $83
(2005)
Gift is $41.50 or more and the cost of all
benefits given does not exceed the IRS “lowlowcost articles”
articles” minimum of $8.30 (2005)
The only benefit the donor received consisted
of token items bearing the institution’
institution’s name
or logo

Value of Goods &
Services . . .





Quid Pro Quo contribution: Gift exceeds $75
where part of the payment is for goods or
services received and part is a contribution.
Let’
Let’s talk about athletics . . .
Disclosure must inform donor that the tax
deductible amount is limited to the excess of the
amount contributed over the value of goods or
services provided. Must also provide donor with
a goodgood-faith estimate of the value of such goods
or services.
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The Trouble With Cars

The Trouble With Cars


Must support mission
– Receipt to donor must explain HOW



If you plan to sell, receipt to donor must reflect:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Name of donor
Tax ID of Donor
Vehicle ID
Date of Gift Date of Sale
Proceeds from Sale
Comment that sale was at "arms length“
length“
Statement to donor that their deduction is limited to
the gross proceeds
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What Kind of Trouble Can
I Get Into?
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What Kind of Trouble
Can I Get Into - Legally?
Internal Revenue Code 6700 & 6701
– Negligently or intentionally providing misleading
information regarding gift values can result is severe fines
– “Gross valuation overstatement”
overstatement” will result in a fine of
$1,000 – “a person furnishing the gross valuation
overstatement need not have knowledge that the
valuation is overvalued”
overvalued”
– “False or fraudulent”
fraudulent” gift receipts will result in above fine
– Fines imposed on a person
RealReal-life example (in other words, you can get caught)
– A prominent museum “lent credence to an 1010-fold increase
in value”
value” of a giftgift-inin-kind
– Senate Finance Committee investigating





More Trouble for Vehicle
Donations:


“The penalty applicable to an acknowledgment
relating to a qualified vehicle described in section
3.02(1) of this notice is the greater of (1) the
product of the highest rate of tax specified in § 1
(currently 35%) and the sales price stated on the
acknowledgment, or (2) the gross proceeds from
the sale of the qualified vehicle. The penalty
applicable to an acknowledgment relating to any
other qualified vehicle the claimed value of which is
more than $500 is the greater of (1) the product of
the highest rate of tax specified in § 1 and the
claimed value of the qualified vehicle, or (2)
$5,000.”
$5,000.”
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Alphabet Soup - FERPA


Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of
1974
– Also known as the Buckley Amendment
– Protects the privacy of a student’s
educational records
– Applies to all educational agencies or
institutions that receive funds under any
program administered by the Secretary
of Education
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FERPA
FERPA gives certain rights to parents regarding their
children’
children’s educational records.



– Rights transfer to the student



upon reaching 18 years of age or
attending any school beyond the secondary level.

When may a parent access a student’
student’s educational
records?



– Law allows parental access if student is claimed as a dependent for
Federal income tax purposes.
– Access is granted to both the parent who claims the student as well
well
as the parent who is not claiming the student.
– Parent must complete Parental Request for Academic Information
(available in the Registrar’
Registrar’s Office or academic department) each
time information is requested.

FERPA


How can a parent access student information
if the student is not being claimed by either
parent for Federal income tax purposes?
– Parent can have access only if the student is willing to
release information.
– Student must complete Student Consent for Release of
Records (available in the Registrar’
Registrar’s Office or academic
department) each time information is to be released.



A parent may access student information but
may not act on the student’
student’s behalf except in
emergency situations.
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FERPA and Advancement


Fact vs. Fiction
– FERPA means we (the Registrar’
Registrar’s Office)
can’
can’t give you (the Alumni/Advancement
Office) any identifiable information about
the student.
 SSN, birth date, gender, race, ethnicity,
grades, etc.

FICTION

Alphabet Soup - HIPAA


Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
– Purpose is to adopt national standards for safeguards to
protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
electronic protected health information.
– They were needed because there were no standard
measures existing in the health care industry that
addressed all aspects of the security of electronic
protected health information while it is in use, in storage,
or during the exchange of that information between
entities.
– Requires that health plans, health care clearinghouses,
and certain health care providers meet the use of these
standards.
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HIPAA


Focus is on security of information
It gives patients more control over their health information.
It sets boundaries on the use and release of health records.
It establishes appropriate safeguards that health care providers and others must
achieve to protect the privacy of health information.
It holds violators accountable, with civil and criminal penalties
penalties that can be
imposed if they violate patients’
patients’ privacy rights.
And it strikes a balance when public responsibility supports disclosure
disclosure of some
forms of data – for example, to protect public health.
It enables patients to find out how their information may be used,
used, and about
certain disclosures of their information that have been made.
It generally limits release of information to the minimum reasonably
reasonably needed for
the purpose of the disclosure.
It generally gives patients the right to examine and obtain a copy
copy of their own
health records and request corrections.
It empowers individuals to control certain uses and disclosures of their health
information.

HIPAA and
Advancement


FACT

Fact vs. Fiction
– For fundraising purposes, HIPAA permits covered
entities to themselves use -- or disclose to a
business associate or institutioninstitution-related foundation
-- only two types of protected health information
(PHI) without specific permission:
 basic demographic information relating to an
individual, and
 dates of health care provided to an individual.
– An entity that wishes to engage in fundraising
activities of any kind -- including just using the two
types of information above -- must include that
planned information use in its notice of privacy
practices (per 45 CFR 164.520).
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Alphabet Soup - GLB


GrahamGraham-LeachLeach-Bliley Act of 1999
– Financial institutions must




insure the security and confidentiality of customer records
and information;
protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to the
security or integrity of such records; and
protect against unauthorized access to or use of such
records or information which could result in substantial
harm or inconvenience to any customer.

– Financial institutions must provide an “optopt-out”
out”
mechanism for consumers and customers to
prohibit the sharing of their information to other
entities

GLB
– “Financial Institution”
Institution” means any institution the
business of which is engaging in financial activities
(described in section 1843(k) of title 12). Defined
broadly to include
– Lenders
– Finance companies
– Account services
– Check cashers
– Travel agencies operated in connection with
financial services
– Others, such as car dealerships, Best Buy, etc.
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GLB and Advancement
FICTION


Fact vs. Fiction
– Institutions of Higher Education are exempt from
GLB



Fundraisers (all nonnon-profit types) need to
exercise vigilance in the protection of sensitive
information in records
 Software

compliance is key
 OptOpt-out options must exist in selfself-service
opportunities
– Online alumni directories
– Electronic solicitations (i.e. email)

Alphabet Soup - SOX


Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002
– Also known as the American Competitiveness and
Corporate Accountability Act
– Financial and Accounting Disclosure of Information
 Companies are required to create mechanisms
to manage the reporting of financial fraud on
top of ethical guidelines already in place
 “WhistleWhistle-blower protection”
protection” law also shields
employees from retaliation should they report
financial wrongdoing.
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SOX




Part of the bill affects charitable organizations
– Many states are looking at applying the bill’
bill’s
provisions to the nonprofit sector.
These sections concern whistlewhistle-blower protection
and the destruction of documents.
– In particular, nonprofits need to develop written
policies related to complaints by employees and
the destruction of documents.

SOX and Advancement
FACT


Fact vs. Fiction
– “Nonprofits should take steps to ensure the
independence of the audit committee”
committee”
– “Nonprofits need to ensure that board members of
the audit committee have the financial competency
to understand financial statements, evaluate
accounting company bids to undertake auditing,
and make sound financial decisions…”
decisions…”
– Refer to:
http://www.independentsector.org/PDFs/sarbaneso
http://www.independentsector.org/PDFs/sarbaneso
xley.pdf
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